Control on helical filaments by twisted beams in a nonlinear CS2 medium.
Curved filament with large bent angle and controllable propagation behavior has always been great expectation and challenge due to its novelty and complexity. The unique properties of curved filaments make it possible to achieve many applications in micro-fabrication, spectroscopy and meteorology. Here we realize experimentally and theoretically control on helical filaments induced by twisted beams in CS2. The results show that helical filaments exhibit a robust pattern and high rotation rate. Specific intensity pattern of the twisted beam confines the filaments in fixed relative position and the azimuthal energy flux drives the rotating of the filamentation pattern. In addition, we demonstrated that the global orbital angular momentum (OAM) of twisted beams is still conservative to be zero, but local OAMs exhibit distinct variation during nonlinear propagation. Our idea has its significance which realizes the construction of helical filaments with flexibility and controllability and then facilitates to push the development of related researches.